gate the relation of different motivational modes to interfood clocks, K. M. Silva and Timberlake (1998b) examined the distribution of rats' responses across clock segments over a variety of IFI durations. The clock consisted of a sequence of four equal-duration lights, each flashing at a higher rate (S1-S2-S3-S4). As was expected, the rats showed an average sequence of responses beginning with rearing near the feeder after food (during S1), followed by locomotion away from the feeder (during S2 and a portion of S3) and then nosing in the feeder (during the last portion of S3 and all of S4).
The extent to which a clock stimulus controls a search mode and related responses should depend on the temporal and spatial proximity of that stimulus to food. A stimulus that reliably and immediately precedes food should best control a focal search mode and appropriate responses, whereas a stimulus presented more temporally and/or spatially distant from food should better control a general search mode and related responses. Finally, a stimulus immediately following food should control a postfood search mode (F. J. Silva, Timberlake, & Cevik, 1998 ; F. J. Silva et al., 1996 ; K. M. Silva & Timberlake, 1997 , 1998a , 1998b Timberlake, 1994 Timberlake, , 2001 Timberlake & Lucas, 1989) .
The sequence of explicit cues in an interfood clock appears to more sharply differentiate the temporal distribution of modes and responses (K. M. Silva & Timberlake, 1998b . K. M. Silva and Timberlake (1998b) showed that when a four-segment interfood clock fills the IFI, activity near the feeder (i.e., postfood search) peaks during S1 (the first clock segment after food presentations), locomotion away from the food site (i.e., general search) peaks during S2 (the second segment in the clock), and nosing in the feeder (i.e., focal search) begins to rise in S3 and then rises more steeply in S4 (the final segment of the clock before a food presentation). A similar sequence of behavior occurs in the absence of the clock, but the responses are not as clearly demarcated across the IFI (see also K. M. Silva & Timberlake, 1998a) . For example, a rise in nosing in the feeder still occurs during the last half of the IFI (i.e., S3 and S4), but the rise is not as marked, particularly in the last quarter of the IFI (i.e., S4). As we will see, the demarcation of the IFI by a clock is useful for clarifying the effects of partial reinforcement on IFI responding.
The primary purpose of the present study was to examine how the distribution of multiple responses is organized across a 48-sec trial in two partial (50%) reinforcement (PRF) groups versus two continuous (100%) reinforcement (CRF) groups. One PRF and one CRF group received 48-sec trials with a four-segment clock; the other PRF and CRF groups received 48-sec trials with no clock. We chose a 50% PRF schedule because it has been shown in a number of experiments to affect several responses to a single conditioned stimulus (CS). For example, when a light CS distant from the feeder consistently predicted a food unconditioned stimulus (US), rats under a CRF schedule generally first approached the light (i.e., sign tracking) and then approached the feeder (i.e., goal tracking) during the CS (Davey & Cleland, 1982; Davey, Oakley, & Cleland, 1981) . In contrast, a PRF schedule produced a longer period of sign tracking and less goal tracking (Davey & Cleland, 1982 ; see also Boakes, 1977 Boakes, , 1979 . Timberlake (2001) found related results in groups trained with different CSs under different reward probabilities. Relative to a CRF schedule, PRF enhanced attention to a ball-bearing CS (a stimulus promoting general search behavior) but decreased nosing in the feeder to a proximate light CS. In the context of behavior systems, PRF enhanced a general search response, and CRF enhanced a focal search response.
A behavior systems view assumes that the reduction in reliability of reward under PRF has an effect similar to lengthening the CS-US interval. That is, under a PRF schedule, a particular temporal point in the trial is, on average (combining reward and nonreward trials), more distant from the US than it is under a CRF schedule and, on the whole, less predictable than under a CRF schedule. This should change the amount and distribution of responding across the trial, as compared with a CRF schedule, by producing less focal search behavior toward the end of the trial and relatively more general search behavior in the middle of the trial (see also Pecoraro, Timberlake, & Tinsley, 1999) . We would expect these effects to be clearer with a clock, because it better defines the distance to the reward (see K. M. Silva & Timberlake, 1998a , 1998b .
Traditional Pavlovian accounts also predict less nosing in the feeder just before potential food presentations under PRF schedules than under CRF schedules, because a CS under PRF should be a weaker predictor of reward and, therefore, support less responding than a CS under CRF does (Mackintosh, 1974; Pavlov, 1927; although see Gibbs, Latham, & Gormezano, 1978) . Response weakening during PRF can be extended to previous segments of a trial clock by invoking higher order conditioning based on the clock stimulus most proximate to food. However, traditional Pavlovian accounts make no allowance for PRF's increasing the relative amount of general search behaviors, such as locomotion, or changing their distribution across clock segments. It also fails to account for increased responding in the presence of a light or a rolling ball-bearing that is presented temporally distant from a food US (K. M. Silva & Timberlake, 1997; Timberlake, 2001; Timberlake, Wahl, & King, 1982) . Instead, because stimuli more temporally distant from food are weaker conditioned reinforcers, a higher order conditioning account of PRF effects predicts a marked decrement in general search responses distant from food. Konorski's (1967) model of Pavlovian conditioning is similar to the behavior systems view in positing multiple classes of conditioned responses (CRs): consummatory (discrete responses directed toward the site of the US) and preparatory (diffuse attentional responses directed toward the CS). Furthermore, as with the behavior systems view, Konorski argued that preparatory CRs are more likely to be expressed during PRF than during CRF. An important difference for present purposes is that Konorski used standard Pavlovian conditioning procedures with restrained subjects and made the general distinction that consummatory responses were discrete, whereas preparatory responses were diffuse. In contrast, the behavior systems view draws on an ethological analysis of ecological sequences of appetitive behavior (Timberlake & K. M. Silva, 1995) , which does not limit general search behaviors to diffuse responses directed at the location of a CS. Other differences will be addressed further in the Discussion section.
METHOD Animals
Thirty-two naive female Sprague Dawley albino rats, approximately 90 days old at the start of the experiment, were maintained at 85% of their free-feeding weights throughout the experiment. They were housed in individual home cages in a colony room regulated by a 12:12-h light:dark cycle and were fed approximately 12 g of commercial rat chow in their cages after each session. Water was always available in their home cages. They were divided into four groups of 8 rats each, matched according to weight.
Apparatus
The rats were tested in four identical chambers. Each chamber was a rectangular sheet metal box 60 ϫ 30 ϫ 30 cm, with a Plexiglas top and front. The food receptacle was 2.0 ϫ 5.0 ϫ 1.8 cm deep and was located on a side wall 12 cm toward the back of the chamber. Food reward was delivered by a Waltke feeder (Waltke Scientific Enterprises, Psychology Department, Indiana University), which delivered two 45-mg Noyes pellets into the feeder. An infrared beam projected across the entrance of the feeder, an 11 ϫ 10 cm platform was located on the floor in front of the feeder, and a 9 ϫ 14 cm platform was located on the floor along the back of the chamber. The trial clock stimuli were presented on a green jewel light located on the feeder wall 5 cm from the back of the chamber and 6 cm above the chamber floor. A schematic of the apparatus is shown in K. M. Silva and Timberlake (1998a, 1998b) . The experimental room also contained a video camera connected to a monitor in an adjacent room.
Procedure
Experimental sessions were conducted at the same time daily, 6 days per week. There were 20 trials. Each session terminated immediately after the 20th trial. The experimental procedure consisted of three phases: chamber adaptation, feeder training, and periodic food training.
Chamber adaptation. The rats were put in the chambers for 10 min on two successive days. No food or stimuli were presented. In their home cages, the rats were fed the same food pellets that they received during subsequent phases.
Feeder training. Five food pellets were placed in front of the feeder at the beginning of a session, and 20 pellets were placed in the feeder. A session terminated after the rats had eaten all the pellets or after 30 min had elapsed, whichever occurred first. A rat was considered trained when it ate 20 food pellets within a 30-min session for two consecutive days.
Periodic food training (clock and no-clock groups). Four groups of rats (CRF-clock, PRF-clock, CRF-no-clock, and PRF-noclock) were exposed to 16 sessions consisting of 20 trials each. For the two clock groups (CRF-clock and PRF-clock), trials consisted of a sequence of four 12-sec lights flashing at different rates (i.e., the interfood clock). The first light (S1) was steady; the second light (S2) flashed on:off at a rate of 1/sec; the third light (S3) flashed on:off at a rate of 2/sec; and the fourth light (S4) flashed on:off at a rate of 10/sec. Food pellets were presented immediately after the offset of the last stimulus (i.e., S1-S2-S3-S4-food) on 100% of the trials for the CRF-clock group and on 50% of the trials for the PRF-clock group. Although the order of the flashing rates was not counterbalanced in this study, previous research has shown that the pattern of responses during the clock is the same whether the clock stimuli flash progressively more quickly or more slowly or when the flashing rate is mixed (K. M. Silva, 1996) . For the two no-clock groups (CRF-no-clock and PRF-no-clock), trials consisted of a 48-sec interval. The CRF-no-clock group received food every 48 sec in the absence of a clock. The PRF-no-clock group received the same order of reinforcers as the PRF-clock group, but without a clock. During each trial for these no-clock groups, the light was lit but did not change across the trial, to avoid providing any external indicators of time. At the end of reinforced trials for all the groups, the light was darkened, and food was dispensed; at the end of nonreinforced trials for the PRF groups, the light was darkened for 4 sec, the amount of time it took for food to be dispensed on reinforced trials.
Our main concern was to control for number of trials, so all the groups received 320 trials, with the light darkened at the end of each trial (16 sessions with 20 trials per session). Because half of these 320 trials produced reinforcement for the PRF groups, we ran the PRF groups for an additional 320 trials (16 sessions) in order to equate the total number of reinforcers with that for the CRF groups. However, because the PRF groups showed no differences in responding between the end of the 16 sessions (average of last 4 days) and that of the 32 sessions (average of last 4 days) for the two dependent measures [nosing in the feeder and far-platform measures described below; Fs(1,7) Ͻ 1.53, p Ͼ .05], we will report only the data from the first 16 sessions for all the animals.
Dependent measures and data analysis. Two dependent measures were automatically recorded by computer-controlled devices: the durations of (1) nosing in the feeder, a measure of focal search, and (2) activating a platform located far from the feeder, a measure of general search. To be consistent with previous studies from our lab, we will refer to the latter measure as far-platform locomotion. Furthermore, the number of seconds spent nosing in the feeder and on the far platform during each trial segment was divided by 12 sec, the length of each trial segment. Hence, the nosing and far-platform data will be labeled as the proportion of time nosing in the feeder and proportion of time on the far platform, respectively, in the Results section and in the figures. All the rats reached stable levels of responding for both dependent measures by the 10th day of training. All statistically significant effects are reported at the p Ͻ .05 level. Figure 1 shows asymptotic average proportion of time spent nosing in the feeder during each trial segment, and Figure 2 shows the asymptotic average proportion of time spent on the far platform during each trial segment. Each measure is averaged over the last four sessions for the CRF-clock, PRF-clock, CRF-no-clock, and PRF-noclock groups. Statistical tests consisted of a repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with which the influence of reinforcement type (CRF vs. PRF), presence of clock (clock vs. no clock), and trial segment (S1 vs. S2 vs. S3 vs. S4) on both dependent measures was examined. Fisher's least significant differences (LSD) tests were used to determine differences between trial segments.
RESULTS

Nosing in the Feeder Across the IFI at Asymptote
CRF versus PRF. Figure 1 shows that nosing in the feeder, a typical focal search response, was generally higher for both CRF groups than for the PRF groups, a result confirmed by a main effect of reinforcement type [F(1,28) ϭ 21.19]. A significant interaction between reinforcement type, presence of clock, and trial segment [F(3,84) ϭ 3.03] revealed a difference between the groups in levels and patterns of responding across the trial. In comparing the two clock groups, the average proportion of time spent nosing in the feeder significantly increased across the last half of the trial for the CRF-clock group, but not for the PRF-clock group. LSD tests revealed that nosing in the feeder decreased between S1 and S2 for the CRF-clock group, but increased between S2 and S3, and further increased between S3 and S4 during the last half of the trial. For the PRF-clock group, nosing did not show any significant increase across clock stimuli. For the two no-clock groups, nosing in the feeder increased across the last half of the trial (S3 and S4) for the CRF-noclock group, but not for the PRF-no-clock group. LSD tests revealed that nosing showed a gradual increase between S2 and S4 for the CRF-no-clock group. Furthermore, during all the trial segments, nosing was higher for the CRF groups (CRF-clock and CRF-no-clock) than for their PRF counterparts (PRF-clock and PRF-no-clock).
Clock versus no-clock. The extent to which the clock stimuli facilitated nosing in the feeder at asymptote was also examined by comparing the CRF-clock group with the CRF-no-clock group and the PRF-clock group with the PRF-no-clock group, averaged over the last 4 days. For the CRF groups, nosing in the feeder changed differently across trial segments for each group. An LSD test revealed that during the last half of a trial, nosing for the CRF-clock group increased between S2 and S3 and further increased between S3 and S4. For the CRF-no-clock group, nosing increased only between the second and the fourth quarters of a trial. Since the groups appeared to differ in their levels of nosing in the feeder toward the end of a trial, responding during the last two segments was compared, which confirmed that nosing was higher for the CRF-clock group than for the CRF-no-clock group. For both PRF groups, nosing in the feeder was low and did not change across trial segments.
In sum, the probability of reinforcement (100% vs. 50%) and the presence of an interfood clock (clock vs. no-clock) interacted to affect the asymptotic amount of nosing in the feeder (focal search) and its distribution across trial segments. When all the trials were followed by food (CRF), the clock stimuli facilitated nosing during the last half of the trial. Overall, PRF schedules produced less nosing than CRF schedules did, and there was no effect of the clock. Locomotion on the Far Platform Across the IFI at Asymptote CRF versus PRF. The top graph of Figure 2 shows that the average proportion of time spent on the far platform at asymptote (a measure of general search averaged over the last 4 days of training) changed across trial segments for all the groups, showing a peak toward the middle of the trial, a result confirmed by a main effect of trial segment [F(3,84) ϭ 10.57]. A significant interaction between reinforcement type, presence of clock, and trial segment [F(3,84) ϭ 3.67] revealed further differences in levels and patterns of far-platform locomotion across the trial segments among the groups. Comparing the two clock groups, LSD tests confirmed that far-platform locomotion peaked during different clock stimuli. The CRF-clock group's peak occurred during S2, whereas the PRF-clock group's peak occurred during S3. Furthermore, the PRF-clock group's peak was higher than the CRF-clock group's peak. The CRF-no-clock group also showed a peak in farplatform locomotion during S2, whereas the PRF-noclock group showed no systematic change across the trial.
Clock versus no-clock. The extent to which the clock stimuli facilitated movement on the far platform at asymptote, relative to when the clock was absent, was examined by comparing the CRF-clock group with its CRF-no-clock counterpart and the PRF-clock group with its PRF-no-clock counterpart. For the CRF groups, far-platform locomotion changed similarly across trials with and without the clock. LSD tests revealed that both groups spent more time on the far platform during the second quarter than during the first and fourth quarters of the trials, and there were no significant differences between the groups during any quarter of the trial. For the PRF groups, far-platform locomotion showed a distinct peak in the middle of the trial for the PRF-clock group, but little systematic change across the trial segments for the PRF-no-clock group. LSD tests revealed that the PRF-clock group spent more time on the far platform during S3 than during S1, S2, and S4 and that its peak during S3 was higher than the PRF-no-clock group's responding during all the trial segments.
In sum, when IFIs were reinforced 50% of the time (PRF groups), an interfood clock facilitated locomotion (a general search response) during the third quarter of the trial, as compared with the PRF-no-clock and the CRF groups. When all the trials ended in reinforcement (CRF), the presence of a clock had little effect on the pattern of locomotion across the trial. Locomotion peaked during the second quarter of the trial regardless of whether the clock was present or absent.
It is worth noting that the absolute proportion of time spent on the far platform was small (an average of 0.3 out of every 10 sec in the highest clock segment). This was not surprising, because the measure recorded only time passing through a 3 ϫ 6 in. area located along the back wall close to the end of the chamber away from the feeder. The key issue, though, is not the size of the measure, but its reliability and sensitivity, which, given that the measure distinguished among groups, was in an acceptable range. Further evidence that the far-platform measure is a reliable and sensitive measure of locomotion comes from previous studies that have produced results similar to those in the present study (K. M. Silva, 1996 ; K. M. Silva & Timberlake, 1998b and similar to those obtained when behavioral coding of videotape was used to measure locomotion around the chamber during interfood clocks (K. M. Silva, 1996) .
Ratio of Far-Platform Locomotion to Nosing in the Feeder During S4 at Asymptote
A final way to examine the effects of PRF, relative to CRF, on asymptotic responding is to determine the ratio of the amount of general search (far-platform locomotion) to the maximum amount of focal search (nosing in the feeder during S4). Both Boakes (1977) and Davey and Cleland (1982) have suggested that PRF should shift the relative amounts of nosing-in-the-feeder and awayfrom-the-feeder responses. The behavior systems approach (Timberlake & Lucas, 1989) argues that although PRF should decrease the amount of focal search, it should produce relatively more general search. Importantly, the prediction of more general search under PRF than under CRF is relative rather than absolute. A prediction couched in absolute terms claims that the leanest PRF schedule should produce the greatest amount of general search. However, there is a limit as to how lean a reinforcement schedule can be used and still maintain responding. Given a minimal rate of food (e.g., 10% of trials) and no opportunity to leave, rats are likely to become inactive (Timberlake & K. M. Silva, 1995; see also F. J. Silva, K. M. Silva, & Pear, 1992 , for a similar effect with pigeons).
The bottom graph of Figure 2 shows the ratio of farplatform locomotion to maximum nosing in the feeder (in S4) during each trial segment, averaged over the last four sessions for all the groups. The higher the ratio, the greater the amount of locomotion, relative to nosing in the feeder. An ANOVA showed a significant interaction between CRF and PRF schedules and the presence versus the absence of the clock [F(3,84) ϭ 5.37]. Comparing only the CRF and the PRF clock groups, it can be seen that the PRF-clock group showed a higher ratio of general search to focal search than did the CRF-clock group [F(1,28) ϭ 11.26]. LSD tests confirmed the significance of this difference for the first three clock segments (S1, S2, and S3), with the largest significant difference during S3 (p ϭ .000001). The no-clock groups showed no differences overall or during any trial segment. In short, the PRF-clock group showed a higher ratio of the index of general search, relative to maximum focal search, than did the CRF-clock group (and both the no-clock groups).
It is worth noting that, as compared with the top graph of Figure 2 , the only peak of relative locomotion across clock segments in the bottom graph of Figure 2 occurs in S3 for the PRF-clock group. The peaks in far-platform locomotion during segment S2 shown by the two CRF groups in the top graph do not reappear reliably in the ratio of general search to focal search of the bottom graph. This indicates that the individual levels of general search creating the peaks during S2 in the CRF groups were accompanied by proportional levels of focal search. Only the PRF groups showed a tendency toward proportionally greater general search. Figure 3 shows how responding changed across 2-day blocks for the four trial segments (S1, S2, S3, and S4) for each group (CRF-clock, PRF-clock, CRF-no-clock, and PRF-no-clock). The left column shows the proportion of time spent nosing in the feeder, and the right column shows the proportion of time spent on the far platform. The top graph in each column shows segment S4, with clock segments S3, S2, and S1 arranged below. A repeated measures ANOVA was performed to examine how responding during each trial segment changed over the eight 2-day training blocks for each group, and LSD tests determined between which blocks differences occurred. In terms of nosing in the feeder (left column) during S3 and S4, the CRF-clock group showed the greatest increase across 2-day blocks [Fs(7,49) Ͼ 10.07], with nosing higher during the last four blocks than during the first three blocks for both segments. The CRF-no-clock group showed a slight increase across blocks [Fs(7,49) Ͼ 2.29], with nosing higher during the last block than during the first three blocks. Neither of the PRF groups showed systematic changes across blocks during S3 or S4 [Fs(7,49) Ͻ 1.79]. During S1 and S2, none of the interval segments showed any systematic changes across 2-day blocks [Fs(7,49) Ͻ 1.67].
Changes in Search Behavior Across Trial Blocks
As indexed by proportion of time on the far platform (rightmost column of graphs in Figure 3 ), locomotion changed across 2-day blocks in all the segments [Fs(7,49) Ͼ 2.40], although the pattern of change differed considerably from that for nosing in the feeder. One difference was the trend for locomotion in both clock groups in all the segments to begin high in the first block and then decrease over blocks. An exception to this trend was shown by the PRF-clock group in S3 and by the CRF-clock group in S2. For S3, the segment in which the PRF-clock group showed a peak in locomotion at asymptote (see the top graph in Figure 2 ), Figure 3 shows that this peak was the result of locomotion on the far platform remaining high across training blocks. Similarly, for S2, the segment in which the CRF-clock group showed a peak in locomotion at asymptote (see the top graph in Figure 2) , locomotion on the far platform also remained high and unchanged. In contrast, the peak in locomotion during S2 for the CRF-no-clock group was produced by an increase across blocks, with locomotion higher in Blocks 7 and 8 than in Blocks 1-4. Finally, there was a tendency in all the segments for the PRF-noclock group to show a small increase in locomotion over blocks, followed by a decrease in the last several blocks.
In short, with the exception of the PRF-no-clock group, the groups showed similar patterns of organization on one or both measures; nosing in the feeder increased during S3 and S4, whereas far-platform locomotion increased or was sustained during one of the middle segments. The peak locomotion during S2 for the CRF-clock group and during S3 for the PRF-clock group actually emerged as a result of a decrease in locomotion in the other segments. Finally, the tendency for the clock groups to show more initial locomotion than the no-clock groups did indicates an initial salience of the clock in controlling locomotion. It is worth noting that although the PRF-noclock group showed no significant linear trends in our measures of focal search or general search, inspection of videotapes revealed that learning occurred as an increase in approach to the feeder area over blocks during the final trial segments; but this occurred in the absence of increased nosing in the feeder.
DISCUSSION
The present study showed that at asymptote, nosing in the feeder (a measure of focal search) increased across the last two segments of the interfood clock during CRF (when the clock always terminated with food) but that the same response was relatively unchanged across clock segments during PRF (when the clock ended with food 50% of the time). At the same time, activation of the far platform (a measure of general locomotor search) was highest during the middle segments of the trial-the second quarter (S2) of the trial under CRF, but the third quarter (S3) of the trial under PRF.
Further analyses revealed that the asymptotic peak of far-platform locomotion in S3 for the PRF-clock group was accompanied by a much higher ratio of general search to focal search (calculated by dividing the far-platform time by the time spent nosing in the feeder during S4) than the ratio for both the CRF-clock and the CRF-no-clock groups. That is, during a partially reinforced clock, the general search peak in S3 was substantially higher than its relative amount of nosing in the feeder during S4. These data, and the data showing that the PRF-clock group showed relatively more general than focal search during the first three clock segments, are compatible with work in which single-CS Pavlovian procedures were used that showed that PRF schedules produce more behavior away from the feeder than near the feeder (Boakes, 1977; Davey & Cleland, 1982 ; F. J. Silva et al., 1992) and with the demonstration by Pecoraro et al. (1999) of increased general search of a radial maze, relative to focal search, when the amount of reward on a specific arm was reduced.
The present study also showed that clock stimuli sharpened the expression of general and focal search behaviors in clock, as opposed to no-clock, versions of PRF and CRF. For rats exposed to trials with and without an interfood clock during CRF (CRF-clock and CRF-noclock groups, respectively), the most salient effect was S1, S2, S3, and S4) . The segments are ordered starting with S4 in the top graph, and with the remaining segments displayed in descending order (S3, S2, and S1). observed in the CRF groups' focal search behavior. Both groups' nosing increased during the last half of the trial segments, but their absolute levels during the last two segments differed. The CRF-clock group nosed in the feeder more than the CRF-no-clock group did during the last two segments, a replication of a previous result (K. M. Silva & Timberlake, 1998b) . The 50% clock and noclock conditions (PRF-clock and PRF-no-clock, respectively) showed little systematic change in nosing across trial segments.
In contrast, PRF differentially affected the pattern of general search behavior across trial segments for the PRF groups, but not for the CRF groups. For the rats exposed to trials with and without an interfood clock during CRF, far-platform locomotion peaked in the second quarter of the trial segments, also replicating a result previously obtained (K. M. Silva & Timberlake, 1998b) . For the rats exposed to trials with and without an interfood clock during PRF, locomotion peaked during S3 for the PRF-clock group but showed little systematic change across the trial segments for the PRF-no-clock group. In sum, during CRF, locomotion peaked during the second quarter of the IFI whether or not the clock was present. However, during PRF, locomotion peaked during the third quarter of the trial, but only in the presence of the clock.
Finally, the asymptotic patterns of general and focal search responses shown during the final two blocks of training (see Figure 1 and the top graph of Figure 2 ) came about differently over training blocks (see Figure 3) . For focal search responses, nosing in the feeder emerged over the last half of the training blocks. In contrast, the higher level of far-platform locomotion for the CRF-clock group in Segment 2 and the PRF-clock group in Segment 3 came about by maintaining the high level of locomotion shown in the first training blocks, whereas responding during the adjacent segments decreased over blocks.
Traditional Pavlovian Accounts
A fundamental difficulty with most Pavlovian explanations of the present data is the lack of a principled way to deal with the multiple responses that emerge or are maintained during different segments of the IFI (Fanselow, 1994; Holland, 1980; Palya, 1985; Timberlake & K. M. Silva, 1995) . As a result, such accounts do not clarify which sorts of responses are relevant to effects at different distances from a reward (K. M. Silva & Timberlake, 1997; Timberlake, 1983 Timberlake, , 1994 . Higher order conditioning is one associative construct that is most easily applied to behavior during interfood clocks. In this view, the final stimulus segment (S4) acquires the most associative strength, which successively diffuses back to earlier stimuli, so that each previous segment has less associative strength than the one following it.
Higher order conditioning may explain the increase in nosing in the feeder across the IFI in the CRF group, but it cannot readily explain why the locomotion shown in this and previous studies and the ball-bearing contact shown in previous studies peak during S2 and S3. These responses occur in the middle portions of the trial and are scarcely present during S4 (K. M. Silva & Timberlake, 1998a , 1998b . Furthermore, traditional Pavlovian accounts suggest that PRF should decrease conditioned responding (Mackintosh, 1974; Pavlov, 1927 ), a result not consistently obtained (cf. Gibbon & Balsam, 1981; Gibbs et al., 1978; F. J. Silva et al., 1992) . In fact, PRF supports responding that extends from food delivery back to the stimuli in the middle of the trial when an interfood clock is used and pigeons are the subjects (Palya & Pevey, 1987 ). Konorski's (1967) model has been used to make predictions about PRF effects (Boakes, 1977 (Boakes, , 1979 , and it resembles a behavior systems account in positing multiple (two rather than three) motivational classes of behavior, preparatory and consummatory. Behaviors in the preparatory class are characterized as more diffuse and unspecific, consisting of attentional responses directed toward the CS; behaviors in the consummatory class are characterized as definite and discrete responses directed toward the site of the US. Most important for our purposes here, Konorski argued that a preparatory CR is more likely to be expressed during PRF because the weakened CS is less able to elicit the representation of the US.
It is important to note that Konorski (1967) developed the preparatory-consummatory distinction in the context of more restricted Pavlovian procedures and that he differentiated between preparatory and consummatory behaviors primarily in terms of nervous-system-related physiology, rather than ethological form. As a result, he described preparatory behavior in terms of diffuse excitement, instead of the many specific discrete behaviors that can be observed in a less constrained circumstance. At best, his categories appear limited to subsets of the focal search and consummatory categories of behavior systems.
As a result, it is difficult to say what Konorski (1967) would have predicted about animals' behavior under less constrained conditions. However, there is evidence for discrete preparatory behaviors. For example, Jenkins, Barrera, Ireland, and Woodside (1978) showed that an unrestrained dog receiving food under CRF approached a light CS predicting food and proceeded to beg food from the light by barking, play-bowing, and nuzzling the light. Although directed at the CS, these were not diffuse search behaviors but, rather, specific search behaviors related to social food begging. We prefer to think that Konorski would have viewed behavior systems as a compatible framework for his own work, but we cannot say, nor does it seem appropriate to use his theory to make predictions about specific preparatory responses.
Behavior Systems Account
As was reviewed in the introduction, according to a behavior systems view (Timberlake, 1994 (Timberlake, , 2001 ; Timberlake & Lucas, 1989; Timberlake & K. M. Silva, 1995) , a foraging animal progresses through a sequence of search modes and related responses entrained by proximity to food. Immediately after receiving food, a rat enters a postfood search mode characterized by behavior near the feeder. During the middle of the IFI, it enters general search, characterized by locomotion around the experimental chamber. As the time to food delivery approaches, it enters focal search, characterized by behavior focused on the feeder.
When provided with predictive stimuli signaling the presentation of food, search modes and related responses should become controlled by these stimuli. The extent to which a stimulus controls a particular search mode and related responses depends on its temporal and physical proximity to food. A stimulus immediately preceding food should evoke nosing in the feeder (a focal search response); stimuli presented in the middle of the IFI should evoke locomotion (a general search response); and a stimulus presented immediately following food should evoke behavior around the food site (a postfood search response).
Data from the present study's CRF groups showed that an interfood clock composed of four equal-length stimuli generates a sequence of responding consistent with the behavior systems framework-a replication of the results from other interfood clock studies with rats (K. M. Silva & Timberlake, 1998b) . During CRF, the greatest effect of the clock stimuli was to increase nosing in the feeder during the last two clock segments (S3 and especially S4), relative to a more modest increase in the noclock group, indicating that stimuli during the last half of the trial exert the most control over focal search (Palya & Pevey, 1987) .
The present experiment extended previous work by addressing the effects of PRF on the organization of interfood responding with and without a clock. The behavior system view suggests that PRF (relative to CRF) should affect the strength of general search, relative to focal search, and their expression during an interfood clock. Guided by the assumption that the reduction in the reliability of reward under PRF has an effect similar to that of lengthening the IFI, we expected CRF to produce relatively greater amounts of focal search behavior than PRF would and PRF to produce relatively greater amounts of general search behavior than CRF would (Timberlake & Lucas, 1989) . Less focal search (nosing in the feeder) during S3 and S4 should occur, and the peak of general search (locomotion) should move closer to S4, because in a PRF schedule, that segment is, on average, closer to the middle of the actual IFI (time between food presentations) than in a CRF schedule and there is less competition from focal search behavior.
Four results from the present study support the assumption that PRF produces a perceived average greater distance between a clock segment and reward, relative to the CRF condition. First, the CRF-clock group nosed in the feeder during the last half of the trial segments more than the PRF-clock group did, as would be expected if the animals found the last two clock segments further away from the reward, on average, in the PRF conditions. Second, the peak of absolute locomotion during the middle segments for the PRF-clock group was higher than the CRF-clock group's peak. Third, the ratio of general search in each clock segment to the maximum focal search (measured in the S4 segment) was higher across the first three clock segments for the PRF-clock group than for the CRF-clock group, showing greater general search under PRF. Fourth, the PRF-clock group's peak locomotion (during S3) was closer to the end of the clock than was the CRF-clock group's peak (during S2), again supporting the assumption that each clock segment was perceived as further from the reward under PRF. Further support for this last result is provided by K. M. Silva and Timberlake's (1998b) data showing that rats will shift their peak of locomotion toward the end of a clock in proportion to the increase in the distance from a reward. In that study, locomotion peaked in the second quarter of the IFI during clocks ranging between 12 and 198 sec.
Within a behavior systems view, work is needed on the acquisition of focal and general search and on tests to measure search states in more specific ways. For example, it appears that general and focal search overlap in expression during specific periods of the IFI. The presence of these states could be tested in more specific ways with summation or retardation tests (e.g., F. J. Silva, Timberlake, & Gont, 1998) , the presentation of moving probe stimuli (K. M. Silva & Timberlake, 1997; Timberlake et al., 1982; Timberlake & Washburne, 1989) , or acoustic startle (Davis, 1989) .
Both nosing-in-the-feeder and far-platform locomotion measures could probably be improved. Although the proportion of time spent on far-platform locomotion resembled total activity in the chamber (K. M. Silva, 1996; K. M. Silva & Timberlake, 1998b) , it actually referred only to behavior along the back wall. Nosing in the feeder was a robust and easily obtained measure of focal search, but it failed to capture the behavior of the PRF-no-clock group of attending to the feeder area without nosing. Finally, nosing in the feeder did not distinguish between continuous focused commitment to the feeder and the regular brief checking that occurs in earlier trial segments. These response forms could have been either slightly different responses or the same response, the duration of which was determined by competition with other behaviors.
Factors Affecting the Emergence of Multiple Search Responses
On the basis of how asymptotic peaks of nosing in the feeder and locomotion on the far platform developed over training, we can propose a general distinction between how general and focal search behaviors are organized over time and are related to clock stimuli. The clock groups' peaks of nosing in the feeder (focal search) during S3 and S4 developed as increases across sessions. In contrast, the peaks of locomotion (general search) during S2 (CRF-clock) and S3 (PRF-clock) emerged through maintenance of responding. Initially, locomotion was high in all the clock segments for both clock groups. At the end of training, though, it was high only in S2 for the CRF-clock group and S3 for the PRF-clock group (see the right column of graphs in Figure 3 ). This suggests that initial locomotion is a response to clock stimuli and food presentation but that the maintenance of locomotion in S3 or S2 in the clock groups represents a form of acquisition that prevents decrease. Finally, the role of the clock cues in maintaining the clock groups' elevated locomotion in the middle of the IFI is consistent with research showing that rats' behavior occurring away from a feeder (e.g., leverpressing) during partially reinforced single-CS Pavlovian conditioning is higher in the presence of a CS than in its absence .
Response competition and dishabituation. When multiple behaviors occur in an IFI, response competition is often a plausible explanation for changes that occur across sessions. In the present data, one could argue that the clock stimuli control focal search and that locomotor responses fill in the remaining time. However, there were cases in which changes in one type of response were not accompanied by changes in the other. For example, locomotion during S1 decreased across training for the CRF groups, but nosing in the feeder showed no change. Similarly, for the PRF-clock group, locomotion decreased during S1, S2, and S4 without any change in nosing. Alternatively, dishabituation or slower habituation of reactions to clock stimuli in the PRF-clock group might have occurred because the clock components had unpredictable reward consequences (see . However, it is not clear from this argument why S3 should be differentially affected by such dishabituation.
Density and frequency of reward. We might attribute elevated locomotion during S3 in the PRF relative to the CRF groups to reduced reward density and more unrewarded clock repetitions. This explanation could be addressed empirically by a CRF group that received 16 sessions of conditioning with a 96-sec IFI (with or without a clock). The reward density would be the same as that for the present PRF group, and each repetition of the clock sequence would end in reward, allowing us to infer the contribution of one of these variables. Results for exactly this condition were published in K. M. Silva and Timberlake's (1998b) study examining the effects of an interfood clock and IFI length on locomotion and nosing (appropriately, it was run at the same time as the present experiment). If reward density were the key to the differences in asymptotic responding between the present 48-sec CRF-clock and PRF-clock groups, we would expect the 96-sec CRF-clock group in K. M. Silva and Timberlake (1998b) to resemble the 48-sec PRF-clock group in terms of far-platform locomotion and nosing in the feeder. Instead, the 96-sec CRF-clock rats showed a peak of locomotion during S2 similar to that of the present 48-sec CRF-clock group, and not the peak in S3 shown by the present 48-sec PRF-clock group. Reward density, however, could account for the lower level of nosing at asymptote in both the 48-sec PRF-clock group and the 96-sec CRF group.
A third factor possibly affecting the difference between the CRF-clock and the PRF-clock groups was the number of reinforcements received. As was mentioned, our primary goal was to equate the total number of trials received by all groups at 320 trials; this means, though, that for the PRF groups, only 160 of them were rewarded. All the groups showed stable responding after 200 trials, a result obtained in previous and current interfood clock studies (K. M. Silva & Timberlake, 1998a , 1998b . This makes it seem unlikely that number of rewards is the key to the differences; however, as was noted in the Method section, we tested this more precisely by running both PRF groups for an additional 16 sessions in order to equate the total number of rewarded trials in the PRF and CRF groups. These data were not shown, because there were no changes in the measures for these groups across the additional sessions. For these reasons, we conclude that the PRF effects are due to reward unpredictability, rather than to reward density or number of rewards.
Relevance to Timing Accounts
Some of the present results potentially relate to other accounts of learning and behavior. It seems that scalar expectancy theory (SET; Gibbon & Balsam, 1981 ) may relate to the present study, but it was not designed for multielement clocks, PRF, or multiple responses, and its focus has been on acquisition, rather than on asymptotic performance. Other things being equal, we would expect faster acquisition and greater responding in S4 in the PRF groups, because of the larger ratio of the effective IFI to S4 (Gibbon, Farrell, Locurto, Duncan, & Terrace, 1980) . However, our data do not support this prediction.
A better procedural fit than SET is Palya's (1993) bipolar model of interfood clock performance. This model specifies that stimuli correlated with successive portions of the latter half of the IFI are increasingly positive, whereas stimuli in successively earlier portions of the IFI are increasingly negative or aversive and stimuli in the middle of the IFI are relatively neutral. Changes in behavior are expected during stimuli correlated with these various portions of the IFI. Previous studies in which only a terminal response has been measured have found support for this model by showing that pigeons peck a key to produce the positive stimuli correlated with the last half of the IFI and peck a key that removes stimuli correlated with the first half of the IFI (Dinsmoor et al., 1986; Palya, 1993) . Although the model does not explicitly predict control of multiple responses, the present results provide some support for it. Nosing in the feeder, which could be considered a terminal response, began to increase in S3, halfway through the IFI.
Stimulus Control and Behavior Systems
The present study adds evidence for the stimulus control of motivational modes and related responses (e.g., Burns & Domjan, 1996 ; F. J. Silva, Timberlake, & Cevik, 1998; F. J. Silva, Timberlake, & Gont, 1998; F. J. Silva et al., 1996; K. M. Silva & Timberlake, 1998a , 1998b . We showed that the terminal response of nosing in the feeder is facilitated by interfood clock stimuli during the last half of a trial (S3 and S4), relative to a group without a clock (K. M. Silva & Timberlake, 1998a , 1998b . This is consistent with previous experiments showing that terminal responses are facilitated by stimuli presented during the last half of the IFI, but not the first half (Gibbon & Balsam, 1981; Palya, 1985; Palya & Bevins, 1990 ; K. M. Silva & Timberlake, 1998b) .
The present experiment also adds to previous interfood clock studies (e.g., Dinsmoor et al., 1992) by showing that the effects of clock cues on nonterminal responding (e.g., locomotion) depend on the probability of reinforcement. Because locomotion typically peaks during the second segment of an IFI when the clock is present or absent during CRF (K. M. Silva & Timberlake, 1998b) , it has been suggested that locomotion occurring in the middle of an IFI may be controlled primarily by the passage of time (K. M. Silva & Timberlake, 1998b) or contextual cues (e.g., Akins, Domjan, & Gutierrez, 1994; Domjan, 1994; Matthews & Lerer, 1987 ; K. M. Silva & Timberlake, 1997) , rather than by discrete predictive cues. However, the differential peaks in locomotion for the clock groups in the present study suggest that the probability of reinforcement can alter the pattern of locomotion across clock stimuli.
This result adds to K. M. Silva and Timberlake's (1999) data showing that the pattern of locomotion across clock stimuli can be altered. In that study, rats exposed to a sequence of clock stimuli that became increasingly longer (e.g., 4-8-12-24) showed a peak in locomotion during the second quarter of the IFI, as compared with a relatively flat pattern for rats receiving an increasingly shorter (e.g., 24-12-8-4) clock sequence. Although changing the characteristics of individual clock stimuli (i.e., duration) or the reward probability affects the pattern of locomotion across an IFI, this response still appears to be less tightly controlled by individual clock stimuli, as compared with nosing in the feeder (K. M. Silva & Timberlake, 1999) .
Conclusions
In the present study, we investigated how a Pavlovian PRF schedule affects multiple responses during a foursegment interfood clock. The pattern of responding across clock segments revealed that locomotion (general search) peaked during the middle of clock stimuli and nosing in the feeder (focal search) peaked during the final clock stimuli. In terms of amount of responding, PRF produced less nosing and relatively more locomotion than did CRF. These results support the behavior systems' view that a sequence of motivational modes and related responses are entrained by proximity to regular USs. Further work with different lengths of trial intervals and other general and focal search responses is needed to establish the generality of these results.
